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Company: Green Tomato Media

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Welcome to GreenTomato

Our mission is to entertain the world, have fun doing it, and learn a ton along the

way with a stellar team!

Our 2 core focus for the next 10 years.

 Mobile Apps & Games:

We build and publish leading Party Games and a fun solitaire game to entertain people around

the world!

 Our mission is to bring joy to millions of people by creating top-notch games & unforgettable

moments!

  Media (Content Site & Youtube Channel)

We publish world-class content for the iGaming & finance industry in order to generate high-value

leads for our partners. We excel at ranking on Google & Youtube and aim to dominate the most

competitive search results.

 Our mission is to become the world’s leading iGaming video media group!

The Role

Are you a design wizard  ♂� passionate about creating mind-blowing mobile game user

experiences?
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We're on the hunt for a Senior UX/UI Designer who can sprinkle their magic touch on our

apps and who would be responsible for crafting visually stunning and user-friendly interfaces

that will leave our millions of users totally captivated�

*Must have experience to move onto interview phase is mobile game design experience.

Bonus points for entertainment games such as Truth or Dare/ Drinking Games. *

Why We Want You:

As the creative force behind all things design  �  you'll be the architect of awe-inspiring user

experiences and visually stunning interfaces that will transport players into a world of

gaming. 

From creating seamless navigation to designing eye-catching visuals, you'll be the master of

our mobile gaming aesthetics 

Collaborating with a team of fellow digital warriors, including developers, artists, and

producers, you'll bring your design wizardry to the table, ensuring that players are captivated

by every tap and swipe and will always have an unforgettable gaming experience.

�Wave your wand and conjure up wireframes and high-end layouts that will make heads turn.

�Craft design guidelines and style that will ensure consistency across mobile platforms.

�Collaborate with our team of creative geniuses to understand user needs and transform them

into jaw-dropping design solutions.

�Stay up-to-date with the latest mobile design and game trends in the UX/UI realm.

�Work your magic with developers to ensure flawless implementation of your designs.

�Be the artist of our game's visual identity, ensuring consistency and coherence across all

screens and interactions.

About you:

A degree in Design, Fine Arts, or equivalent magical powers.

A creative portfolio that showcases your UX/UI mobile design skills and your ability to

solve design challenges.

Lots of experience in designing mobile games. Party, Truth or Dare, or roulette game

design will earn you bonus points.

Proficiency in design tools like Adobe Suite, Figma, and other enchanting software.



A deep understanding of user-centered design principles and the ability to bring them to

life.

Experience in user research and usability testing.

Excellent communication skills to charm and persuade others with your design decisions.

Knowledge of game engine technologies such as Unity 3D and/or Unreal.

A deep understanding of mobile game mechanics, user psychology, and what makes players

tick.

A sense of humor and a love for injecting fun and excitement into your designs.

Who are we:

GreenTomato is one of the world's leading party game app publishers with 5 million of yearly

active users across the world   We provide exciting and awesome party games and our

ambition is to claim the leadership of each market!

Discover some of our applications in the Entertainment category, please see the

infographics of each app:

Drink/ Party Roulette App: 

Sex Roulette App: 

Truth Or Dare Apps:

What’s in it for you:

   By joining us, you will be part of a family made up of about 110 employees and many

freelancers from all over the world: our applications are localized in more than 20 languages.

Since 2018, we have reached 20 million applications downloaded from the App Store and

Google Play Store and there is still a huge growth potential.

The chance to be part of a team that is producing amazing results and having fun along the

way. You will work in an extremely fast-paced environment, constantly improving and



optimizing in a data-driven manner the game experience and performance to hit our

goals.

Other Benefits: 

 Enjoy Your Well-Deserved Breaks: Generous Holiday Time

 Team Fun Unleashed: Welcome Dinners, Friday Cheers, and Sports Galore

 Build Your Career Path with Us: Every January, we reassess salaries based on your

performance and commitment, valuing dedication and fostering growth.

Your Worth, Your Pay: Salary Range that Respects Your Profile, Experience and Location

�� Safety First: Insurance Coverage to all employees once the three-month probationary

period has been completed.

   Family matters: Take Minimum 2 Months of Parental Leave

Recruitment process

� Screening with portfolio check:  If you have been selected amongst other candidates you

will receive an email with a booking link for your initial interview. 

� HR interview: Interview will be conducted by Zee (Recruitment Specialist), The meeting

will last between 30 mins. - 1 hour and will cover your previous experiences and the

reasons why you want to join the company

� Design test : We will gauge your skills by translating examples to see if your style matches

what we are looking for.

� Final interview: You will meet the Creative Director for the final interview. The meeting

will last between 30 mins. - 1 hour.

Ideal Profile

You are a good multi-tasker who can work within tight deadlines.

You possess excellent communication and interpersonal skills and can articulate your

ideas to different stakeholders.

You have working knowledge of Mobile Game Design

You pay strong attention to detail and deliver work that is of a high standard

You are highly goal driven and work well in fast paced environments



You enjoy finding creative solutions to problems

What's on Offer?

Great work culture

Opportunity to make a positive impact

Flexible working options

Apply Now
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